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A leading player

Enabling zero-carbon transition

Envisioning the city of tomorrow

Focusing on green solutions

Innovation & New Business

Supporting the sustainable development of cities in China

A growing variety of solutions through our subsidiaries

170,000

A leading player

employees around
the world

Turnover of

€60.1 bn
in 2019

+3 GW
of new developments
in renewables in 2019

Business activities on

5
continents

EBITDA of

€10.4 bn

26.9 GW

in 2019

of renewables
production

Our group is a global reference in low-carbon energy and services. In response to the
urgency of climate change, our ambition is to become the world leader in the zero-carbon
transition “as a service” for our customers, in particular global companies and local authorities. We rely on our key activities (renewable energy, gas, services) to offer competitive
turnkey solutions.
With our 170,000 employees, our customers, partners and stakeholders, we are a community of Imaginative Builders, committed every day to more harmonious progress.

Milestones of
ENGIE

Creation of Compagnie
Universelle du Canal Maritime de Suez

1858

Creation of Gaz de
France

1946

Suez Lyonnaise des Eaux
becomes SUEZ

2001

GDF SUEZ is created
from the merger
between SUEZ and Gaz
de France

2008

GDF SUEZ
becomes
ENGIE

Enabling zero-carbon transition

2015

With our over 170-year history as pioneers, and thanks
to the commitment of our employees, we have successfully repositioned our Group to become a leader in
zero-carbon transition as a service.

ENGIE is a global energy player, headquartered in France. Our purpose is to act
to accelerate the transition towards a
carbon-neutral economy, through reduced
energy consumption and more environment-friendly solutions.

To do so, we focus on 3 main pillars:
low-carbon power generation; global
networks (gas and power); customer
solutions.
We cover the whole scope from development to investment, operations and
maintenance. We deliver energy infrastructure as well as energy-related
services, such as energy efficiency.
In China, we focus on renewable power
production and O&M (solar mainly), EV
charging and district energy networks
such as district heating and cooling.

ENGIE aims to become
the world leader in
zero-carbon transition
as a service

2019

ENGIE’s strategy
in China
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Clean Energy: solar PV,
wind power, power
storage system.

Jean-Pierre Clamadieu, Chairman of the Board of Directors
of ENGIE, said in the Green Mobility Day in Shanghai in
October 2019:
Green Mobility is fully part of ENGIE’s overall zero-carbon offers for
cities. Our objective is to contribute to the adoption of clean energies and to an efficient usage of energy for mobility in China.

Charlotte Roule, CEO of ENGIE China, said in a media interview:
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Solutions for Territories &
Industry: urban planning and
engineering construction,
electric mobility, energy supply
& conservation solutions for
industry.

“As far as energy is concerned, China is clearly aware of the problem it faces, the problem our planet faces. The commitment to Paris
agreement was a great step forward and the country is now acting
to deliver its ambition. My deep conviction is that energy revolution
is happening in China; for ENGIE, it is key to contribute to it.”

Envisioning
the city of tomorrow

ENGIE solutions:
Inventing the city
of the future

The world is changing faster than
ever. The energy transition – a shift
towards new, sustainable ways of
producing, using, saving and paying
for energy – is gaining momentum
everywhere. This transition is itself
part of a broader societal transformation that goes well beyond
energy. Emerging technologies are
deeply altering our way of life, and
people are developing new expectations of how goods and services
being owned and used. ENGIE’s goal
is to become a leading architect of
this shift, and cities and regions
have emerged as some of its key
drivers.

In order to help cities and regions
transform themselves into sustainable, efficient and attractive communities, ENGIE deploys technologies
tailored to each context as a precise
response to the specific challenges
(urban planning, responsible use of
resources, energy consumption, etc.).
To reach the expected outcomes,
ENGIE develops innovative, crosscutting and cost-effective solutions,
which are designed closely with our
stakeholders, including local authorities, customers and leading-edge
players.

ENGIE solutions
cover a broad range
of expertise, to name
a few:

Green mobility solutions
range from fuel substitution to multi-modal
transportation infrastructure design and information systems. More than 5,000 electric vehicle
charging stations and a network of 200 Natural
Gas Vehicle stations for heavy duty vehicles have
been deployed by ENGIE in Europe. Furthermore,
130 public transportation networks worldwide
are using ENGIE’s computer-aided dispatch and
passenger information systems.

Local, decentralized energy generation
are realized, using cutting-edge technologies
(micro- grids, combined solar and battery
storage solutions, etc.). By accurately measuring energy consumption, smart digital
solutions adapt energy supply to real needs
and thus reduce the environmental footprint.

Digital systems and platforms
include city dashboards, traffic management
systems and e-health. For example, Cit’Eazen is
an application enabling citizens to directly report
incidents to the city services. Another example:
ENGIE Ineo currently provides support to over
350 health facilities, including an offer that
allows patients, doctors and hospitals to share
information via a digital terminal and online
telemedicine platforms.

Heating and cooling solutions
are the most efficient way to massively
substitute fossil fuels with low and no-carbon renewables in city centers. CLIMESPACE,
a subsidiary of ENGIE, is a specialist in the
cooling of tertiary sector buildings in dense
urban environments. It operates in Paris and
develops one of the largest district cooling
systems in the world, the largest in Europe.

Natural gas & Green gas
are central to our global transition to a low carbon
energy world. There are many uses for natural gas
– including generating energy, storing renewable
energy and green mobility. Natural gas is also the
ideal and essential partner for the large-scale
development of wind power and solar power,
renewable sources of energy that are intrinsically
intermittent. In the longer term, biogas will
assume a dominant role by becoming a totally
renewable source of energy with zero environmental impact. 100% renewable natural gas is
already used in some transportation and district
heating systems.

ENGIE positions itself on
electric mobility market
in China

In September 2018, ENGIE signed an
agreement to acquire minority stake in
the Shanghai-based company, EVCHONG.
Founded in 2014, EVCHONG is a private
company specialized in electric vehicle-related services from installation to
maintenance of charging points, and
battery research and development.

This investment confirms ENGIE's ambition
to support energy transition and electric
mobility in China. With EVCHONG's around
40,000 charging points and 3.3% of market
share in China, ENGIE Group EV charging
business in China now accounts for about
30% of the total. This will enable further
ENGIE's offers on China's electric vehicle
infrastructure market, the largest in the
world.

ENGIE held Green Mobility Day to promote
sustainable mobility in China

Battery as a service and charging as a service
Electrical
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Integrated with Fast Charging, Solar Power System and Wind Power System

ENGIE China and its
affiliate EVCHONG jointly
organized the Green
Mobility Day on Oct 18,
2019 in Shanghai. Over
150 guests, including
clients, partners and
stakeholders, participated to discuss about
green mobility in China.

Back-end System
System Construction
Equipment and Parking Space Monitor
Partner Management
Operation KPI Management

Focusing on
green solutions

The event has raised Chinese customers' understanding
of ENGIE's green mobility solutions. We have demonstrated that ENGIE captures the next trends in e-mobility, taking initiatives to address customers' needs and
playing an important role in the whole ecosystem. We
are building bridges across the e-mobility ecosystems,
unifying the energy world for a cleaner tomorrow.
The successful launch of this first Green Mobility Day
has consolidated our commitment to offering a green
mobility as a service policy, providing support for local
authorities and businesses that are seeking to transform
their energy model.

Equity investment
Develop renewable energy in China
for a low carbon future

ENGIE China set global
benchmark of distributed
rooftop PV projects
ENGIE China has acquired 28 operational distributed
rooftop PV assets developed by UNISUN, serving
green power to 28 factories for China’s top food &
beverage manufacturing enterprise. The total installed
capacity is 55 MWp, composed of 24 subprojects
located in 22 cities in 16 provinces of China.
With a total annual electricity generation of more
than 60 million kWh, the project will cover 75% of the
customers’ consumption of nearly 30 factories in
China, which will fulfill their commitment to a cleaner
environment. This project stands as one of the largest
distributed rooftop PV initiatives in the world.
Since November 2019, ENGIE China has also owned
and operated 2 distributed rooftop PV assets totaling
9.5 MWp, providing energy to a leading European
consumer goods company in the world.
Those projects confirm ENGIE Group's strategy
towards both decarbonization and decentralization.
They mark a milestone of ENGIE China's business in
China's green electricity field.

Serving green power to

28 factories of China’s

30%
for a 30% equity
investment

600 MW
of installed capacity
by the end of 2019

On April 18, 2017, ENGIE
China signed an agreement with UNISUN for an
equity investment to
acquire a 30% stake in
UNISUN.

By the end of 2019,
UNISUN’s global power
plant projects had
represented 600 MW of
installed capacity, among
which distributed PV
power projects totalled
more than 530 MW, and
operated with UPER
more than 1.2 GW.

Charlotte Roule, CEO of
ENGIE China declared, "This
equity investment
represents for ENGIE the
opportunity to step in China
– the world's biggest and
most promising renewable
power market. It demonstrates once again the
ambition of ENGIE to be
leader of the energy
transition in the world."

No.1 food & beverage
manufacturing enterprise

Annual electricity
generation of more than

60

million kWh

Innovation & New Business

ENGIE Lab China
ENGIE Lab China aims to develop a series of research programs focused on “integrated infrastructure” to address research and engineering grand challenges by
providing more efficient and intelligent energy services on a building, district and
urban scale.
ENGIE Lab China also focuses on leveraging advanced technologies to support
business units and management teams to develop new business models and make
more data-informed decisions.

Main research & development project
Data-driven estimation of potentials and boundaries for district
heating/cooling systems

Vision, mission and positioning of
ENGIE China’s innovation

We rely on ambitious innovation policies to
identify emerging needs and respond to them in
an imaginative and responsible way.

This project provides an innovative data-driven solution to automatically search,
evaluate, and identify the boundaries and potential of district heating and cooling
(DHC) for a city. This leverages the massive amount of data collected in urban areas
to assess a vastly larger number of potential DHC areas – with minimum marginal
cost.
New business opportunities for district energy systems could be explored and
discovered rapidly with the power of artificial intelligence (economies of scale).
Combined with early phase optimization, this approach greatly multiplies the
effectiveness of existing DHC teams to discover and evaluate new business opportunities.

Our missions are to:
• Identify key stakeholders and players in the
local innovation & new business incubation
value chain;
• Establish a platform so that external and
internal teams can meet and cooperate;
• Scout and recommend leading start-ups and
technologies to ENGIE China and the Group for
partnerships;
• Support, foster, and incubate selected technologies to integrate into ENGIE’s future product
offers.
Since late 2018, we have created an online
website as the open innovation platform so as
to connect players and launched a WeChat
public account to engage parties in the system.
In the future, we aim to identify and scout best
innovative solutions and startups from China in
order to facilitate the zero-carbon transition for
our clients.

Energy Efficiency Service

Urban Planning, Update, Management,

Building/Portfolio/Facility Management

Resilience, Smart Cities

Smart/
Micro Grid

Big Data Analytics,
Artificial Intelligence

Virtual Power
Plant

Individual HVAC
Control

District Energy
Systems

Distributed Energy
Systems
Delta T
Technologies
Performance
Contracting

Cloud Computing,
Edge Computing
Database,
Data Warehouse,
Data Security

Information
Communication
Technologies (ICT)-loT, 5G

Supporting the sustainable
development of cities in China

On Oct 20, 2019, Jean-Pierre Clamadieu, Chairman of the
Board of Directors of ENGIE, attended the 31st annual
meeting of International Business Leaders Advisory
Council for the Mayor of Shanghai and delivered a speech
titled “Developing a Zero-carbon Transition Roadmap in
the Yangtze River Delta (YRD) region”. Mr. Clamadieu’s
speech focused on promoting the integrated and
high-quality development of the YRD region.

Shanghai

Supporting mayors of cities in China

City
Oct 20, 2019

ENGIE strives to contribute to the sustainable development of cities and to
improve the life quality of citizens. In this regard, ENGIE actively supports the
sharing of best practices and participates in international and advisory councils
devoted to urban development.

Jean-Pierre Clamadieu, Chairman of the Board
of Directors of ENGIE, is the advisor to the
mayor of Shanghai and the mayor of Beijing.

On Sept 5, 2019, Charlotte Roule, CEO of ENGIE China,
attended the 3rd annual meeting of Jinan Mayor's International Economic Consultation Commission and presented an
advisory speech to support Jinan’s enhanced ambition on
energy transition. Ms. Roule recommended that Jinan act as
a pioneer of the country and develop a national pilot for
zero-carbon transition in a bid to reduce ecological footprint
and accelerate the transition to a new open economy.

Jinan
City
Charlotte Roule, CEO of ENGIE China,
is the advisor to the mayor of Jinan.

Sept 5, 2019

A growing variety of
solutions through our
subsidiaries

Beijing United Gas Engineering
& Technology Co., Ltd. (BUGET)

Sino French Energy Services Co.,
Ltd. (SFES)

Established in 1994, BUGET is
owned by two shareholders Beijing Beiran Enterprise Co., Ltd.
and ENGIE. BUGET provides a whole
process of technical services
including plan, design, construction,
commissioning, energy saving
operation in 4 business: gas engineering, thermal engineering,
distributed energy engineering and
multi-energy coupling energy
supply in order to offer optimal
comprehensive energy solutions to
customers.

SFES was established on July 7th,
2010. It is a joint venture between
ENGIE and Chongqing Gas Group
that aims to promote and develop
distributed energy projects in
Chongqing and furthermore in China
in order to bring innovative
solutions to cities and industrial
parks.

SCEI ENGIE Energy Technology
Services Co., Ltd. (ETS)
Established on Aug 4, 2016, ETS is a
joint venture between ENGIE and
SCEI Distributed Energy Systems
Co., Ltd. It aims to become the
leading energy management company in China. It is committed to
supporting national energy saving
and emission reduction, achieving
sustainable development, facilitating reduction of consumer’s energy
cost, enhancing profitability,
providing comprehensive energy
management solutions and maximally achieving the corporate value.

Sichuan Energy Investment
GDF Suez Energy Co., Ltd. (YUECHI)
On July 9, 2015, ENGIE China and
Sichuan Energy Investment Distributed
Energy Systems (SCEI DES) created a
joint venture, YUECHI, for the joint
development and operation of a
distributed energy project in the
Guang’an Huixiang Innovation Park
located in Yuechi, Sichuan Province.
This project is the first distributed
energy project in an industry park in
Sichuan. YUECHI is the exclusive
external supplier of heating and
cooling for the industrial clients.

A growing variety of
solutions through our
subsidiaries

Zhejiang Unisun Renewable
Energy Co., Ltd. (UNISUN)

Ningbo Uper Energy Co., Ltd.
(UPER)

Established on June 26, 2013,
UNISUN is owned by two
shareholders: Ningbo Unisun
Zhuochuang New Energy
Technology Co., Ltd. and ENGIE.
UNISUN is a global photovoltaic
power plant investor, developer and clean energy solutions
provider. By taking full advantage of its approach to quality
control, technical design
capabilities and project management experience, and
thanks to its strong global
product development and
resource integration capacity,
the company is able to provide
a Turn-key PV power plant
investment service to clients
around the world. By the end
of 2019, UNISUN’s global
power plant projects had
represented 600 MW of
installed capacity.

UPER is a global renewable
asset manager, providing secure,
reliable and efficient operations
and maintenance (O&M) support
for solar power plants, wind
farms and energy storage.
Operating in more than 200
cities worldwide, UPER manages
power plants with more than
1.2 GW photovoltaic assets.

Shanghai EVChong Co., Ltd.
(EVCHONG)

Ningbo Zhenhai Sennuo
Investment Co., Ltd.

Founded in 2014, EVCHONG is
an EV smart service company
that integrates community
charging, fast charging
equipped with energy storage
system, battery extended
warranty and second life
application. Its vision is to
build the next generation
distributed smart energy
service network for electric
mobility by leveraging cutting
edge technologies in embedded system, big-data analytics
and energy system integration. As of December 2019,
EVCHONG had installed
36,484 private chargers all
around China.

Ningbo Zhenhai Sennuo
Investment Co., Ltd. was
established on February 2,
2018. It has become ENGIE’s
first wholly-owned onshore
investment platform in China.
It is dedicated to the development, investment, operation and maintenance as well
as the management of
distributed photovoltaic
energy.
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